INTRODUCTION
country's National Miiitary Strategy. The National Military Strategy for the 1990's will increasingly rely on the capability to project combat power with joint military and/or government organizations. The Army must be prepared to support joint operations ranging from peacetime engagements to war. These operations could included nation assistance, civil-military operations, regional conflicts, attacks and raids, and declared wars.
Global changes have resulted
theater, these forces will in a fundamental chanae to our need to rapidly assemble and maneuver throughout the depth of the battlefield. 
FUTURE! TACTICAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
To meet the recognized requirements of the Army tactical commander for AirLand Operations, the Army has been aggressively pursuing assured access satellite communications for both peacetime and wartime situations.
FUTURE SATCOM OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
The Army AirLand Operations tactical communications architecture, now being developed by the Army Signal Center, will require satellite communications throughout the battlefield and back to CONUS. Satellite communications will be required for command and control, intelligence and logistics support. 
CHANGING PRIORITIES
Because of the threat change, and subsequent reduction in strategic missions, satellite communications channels could become available for other missions. These UHF satellites include AFSATCOM, FLTSATCOM, and the UHF Followon systems. The Army is actively pursuing an increase in the Army's JCS satellite communications access priority to obtain these channels. An increase in the Army's priority would provide a significant increase in the Army's near-term 'Iassured access" capability for both peacetime training and wartime use.
FUTURE SATCOM ARCHITECTURE
To support Army joint operational requirements, the Army will require an integrated mix of UHF, SHF, EHF, and commercial satellite communications. The selection and mix of required UHF, SHF, EHF, and commercial capabilities will be dependent on cost effective technological advancements and the operational environment. Operational environment considerations include electronic warfare, high altitude electromagnetic pulse (HEMP), and weather. With regard to weather, it would be questionable whether you would want to rely solely on EHF in high rainfall, snowstorm, or sandstorm operational areas. Ultimately, a multiband communications radio to cover the military and commercial spectrums (HF thru EHF), with embedded GPS, is desired.
GPS INTEGRATION
Embedded GPS in communications devices provides a powerful combat multiplier to individual users and commanders. Thru the automated transmission of user locations, the commander can track his units in real time, providing timely and precise maneuverability. The incorporation of GPS into communications and computers also provides a precise timing clock.
DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
A cost effective evolutionary approach might be to first develop a small, lightweight C, X, and Ku band satellite communications terminal, with embedded GPS. During the same timeframe a separate small, lightweight HF thru UHF multiband satellite and terrestrial communications radio , with embedded GPS, could be developed. The ultimate follow-on would be one small, lightweight terminal that would operate HF thru EHF, with embedded GPS.
UHF IMPROVEMENTS
In the UHF improvement arena, the Army is interested in three areas of improvement; narrowband secure voice (NBSV); demand assigned multiple access (DAMA); and anti-jam capabilities. NBSV and DAMA have been mandated by the J C S by 1996. The Army has an ongoing program to meet the J C S requirement. With regard to anti-jam, the Army is involved with DARPA in a research and development effort with spread spectrum UHF, called Multipath Beyond 
